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Alexandria 1984
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NIMBY Psychology
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Terania Creek: Rainforest WarTerania Creek: Rainforest War

Battle over logging rainforests of Terania Creek, 1979

started  Rainforest War in NSW

for foresters & sawmillers: last rainforest they would plan to log

Ignited a conservation movement that swept across 
Australia and the world
clashes over logging rainforests: 

birthed forest protests

decline of native forest timber industry

sullied once noble reputation of forester

Peace plan, October 1982: Rainforest Decision

started a process:

eventual closure to logging

reservation in national parks: 900,000 ha of native forest

about 1/3 productive NSW State Forests
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…I was asked what I regarded 
as the Government’s greatest 
achievement. 

I had no hesitation in responding 
that it was saving the rainforest 
on the north coast of NSW…

my only regret was that we did 
not do more.

Neville Wran
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Home is the TerritorialHome is the Territorial CoreCore

Territories 

• Where we assert our jurisdiction 
over psychical space

• Security: physical & psychic

• tend to convey messages about 
who the person or group is

• Express predominant mode of 
experiencing the world

• Express an individual’s most common 
emotions or basic emotional 
assumptions

Boundaries: convey messages 
about how individual or group 
relates to outsiders
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Michael LeunigMichael Leunig
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Psychology of housing

1.What does homing mean? The 
inherent ability of an animal to 
navigate towards an original location 
through unfamiliar areas

2.Instinct: An innate, typically fixed 
pattern of behaviour in animals in 
response to certain stimuli. A natural 
or intuitive way of acting or thinking: 
"rely on your instincts".
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WATBYWATBY

••WWhat 

••AAbout 

••TTheir 

••BBack 

••YYards?
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Five Steps

1. leading-practice approaches

2. listening across difference

3. coming to public judgement

4. community capacity strengthening

5. influence
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Exclusionary Professionalism
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Exclusionary professionalism
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Flooding in Alexandria, 1934
(Listening, Age, Gender, Expert Blind Spot…)
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Flooding in Alexandria, June 2010
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Flooding in Alexandria, March 2012

McEvoy Street, 7 March 2012
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Coming to Public Judgement
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Mark Holland MCIP
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Wendy Sarkissian Speaking for the Future 
2006 41
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Corridor Housing InitiativeCorridor Housing Initiative
Corridor Development InitiativeCorridor Development Initiative

Minnesota Block ExerciseMinnesota Block Exercise

(1,980,000 hits)
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CorridorsCorridors in Minneapolisin Minneapolis

••MinneapolisMinneapolis’’ main streetsmain streets

••Historic streetcar routesHistoric streetcar routes

••Physical pathways linking housing, jobs, recreation, Physical pathways linking housing, jobs, recreation, 
shopping, schools & parks shopping, schools & parks 

••HighHigh--quality design can integrate increased density quality design can integrate increased density 
into city fabricinto city fabric

••Affordable housing needs to connect to transit & jobsAffordable housing needs to connect to transit & jobs

••Minneapolis strives to creative compact, walkable Minneapolis strives to creative compact, walkable 
communities consistent with Smart Growth & TOD communities consistent with Smart Growth & TOD 
principlesprinciples
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33--Stage ProcessStage Process

1. Preliminary workshops

2. Minnesota Block Exercise: 
hands-on

3. Materials for Developers
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The DeveloperThe Developer

helps in considering options                  helps in considering options                  
for a specific site:for a specific site:

 mix of residential & commercial usesmix of residential & commercial uses

 surface level or underground parkingsurface level or underground parking

 green spacegreen space

 number of unitsnumber of units

 integration of affordable integration of affordable 
housing/subsidieshousing/subsidies

Alan Arthur, 
CEO Aeon

www.aeonmn.org
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Alan Arthur
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Minnesota Block ExerciseMinnesota Block Exercise
WebsiteWebsite

www.housinginitiative.orgwww.housinginitiative.org
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Five Steps

1. leading-practice approaches

2. listening across difference

3. coming to public judgement

4. community capacity strengthening
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Transferring your ideas
and knowledge
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Knowledge not used

people most affected by problems 
communities were addressing 

or 

who were focus of the social actions 
being developed: 

had critical knowledge

but 

their knowledge was much less likely 
to be contributed & used than 

knowledge of other 
people.
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Who is considered 
knowledgeable?

1.some people with crucial 
knowledge —

2.people who are the 
focus of social actions —

3.may not be considered 
to be knowledgeable at 
all. 
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Clout

even within a community, in processes 
organized by the community, 

people considered knowledgeable tend 
to be those with 

1.clout, resources, 

2.or formal education 

3.& training

in the particular areas the process is 
focusing on. 
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Not valued

Ideas of people the 
community is trying to help 
through social action 

…are often not 
considered to be of value. 
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4. Dismissed ideas

Their ideas are 
dismissed 

because they challenge 
preconceived notions 

or assumptions.
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Big BarrierBig Barrier:
Gatekeepers’ Frames of Reference

People involved in 
developing social actions 
have ideas & knowledge of 
their own

they see their work in a 
particular frame of 
reference. 
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TTrustrust
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Video of October 2012 
Symposium on CityPlan

vimeo.com/65995402
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What’s the mystery?
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But not in the way you imagine itBut not in the way you imagine it……..
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Wendy Sarkissian

wendy@sarkissian.com.au
sarkissian.com.au


